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1 Taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction

Gains limit for 2012

Taxable Capital Gains of a Trust 
That Give Entitlement to a Deduction

Complete this form for a personal trust that is reporting, for the 2012 
taxation year, 
•	 a capital gain on qualified property (qualified farm or fishing property or 

qualified small business corporation shares); or
•	 farm or fishing income from the disposition of incorporeal capital property.

In this way you can calculate the taxable capital gains that, once allocated to 
the beneficiaries, may be designated as gains giving entitlement to a deduction.

Even if the trust is not reporting such gains or income, you can complete this 
form to calculate the trust’s cumulative net investment loss (CNIL) at the end of 
2012 (Part 2). You will need this information to determine the trust’s cumulative 
gains limit for a subsequent year.

If the trust is a spousal trust, and the beneficiary spouse died in the 2012 
taxation year, you may use Part 3 of this form to calculate the trust’s deduction. 
However, the trust cannot claim the deduction if it has already elected to defer 
the deemed disposition day in accordance with the 21-year rule and filed form 
TP-656.4-V, Election by a Trust to Defer the Deemed Disposition Day.

A dynamic PDF version of this form is available on our website at  
www.revenuquebec.ca. You can complete this version onscreen and print 
it out.

Unless otherwise indicated, enter losses preceded by a minus sign (–) and subtract them from positive amounts. The term “return” refers to the 2012 Trust Income 
Tax Return (form TP-646-V), and “schedule” refers to a schedule of the return.

Name of the trust 

Capital gains (or losses) for the year on qualified property (lines 200 and 201 of Schedule A, plus  
the amount included on line 210 of schedule A, if it relates to the property in question)

Capital gains (or losses) on a deemed sale applicable to certain trusts and related to  
qualified property (lines 1 and 2 of form TP-653-V)
Reserves for qualified property (total of the amounts in column 3, Part 2, of Schedule A)
Capital gains (or losses) used to calculate the deduction  
(box 10 of the RL-15 slip and box H of the RL-16 slip)
Add lines 600 through 603. If the result is negative, enter 0.

Multiply line 604 by 1/2.
Farm or fishing income from the disposition of incorporeal capital property  
(included in the amount on line 56 or 57 of the return)
Add lines 607 and 608.

Taxable capital gains (or net capital loss) for the year (the amount from line 230 of Schedule A,  
or the amount that would be entered on line 230 if, on line 213, you took into account only  
the amount that gives entitlement to the deduction [box H, not box A, of the RL-16 slip])

Amount from line 608
Add lines 610 and 611. If the result is negative, enter 0.

Enter the amount from line 609 or 612, whichever is lower. If the result is equal to 0,  
the trust does not have any taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction.  
 Net taxable capital gains that may give entitlement to a deduction

=

618

619

614

615

616

617

–
=
+
=

Net capital losses from other years (line 92 of the return).1  
This amount must not exceed the amount on line 610.

Net taxable capital gains that do not give entitlement to a deduction:
 Amount from line 612  Amount from line 613
  – 
Subtract line 615 from line 614. If the result is negative, enter 0.
Business investment loss (line 69 of the return)1

Add lines 616 and 617. 
Subtract line 618 from line 613. If the result is negative or equal to 0,  
the trust does not have any taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction. Gains limit for 2012

Identification number

1. Enter the amount without the minus sign (–).
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Cumulative gains limit
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630

=
633

634

635

636

631

632+
=

Total Total

B 
 

Taxable capital gains  
giving entitlement to a deduction3

D 
 

Taxable capital gains that do not  
give entitlement to a deduction5

C
Net capital losses from other  

years, carried to the years 
concerned4

E 
 

Amount by which column C 
exceeds column D

A 
 
 

Taxable capital gains2

1985 through 1994
1995 through 1999
2000
2001 through 2011

Previous  
taxation years

Taxable capital gains that may give entitlement to a deduction for previous taxation years (total of column B)
Net taxable capital gains that may give entitlement to a deduction for 2012 (amount from line 613)
Add lines 620 and 621.  
 Cumulative taxable capital gains that may give entitlement to a deduction

Net capital losses carried to previous taxation years to reduce taxable  
capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction (total of column E)6

Allowable capital losses deducted in 1985 (maximum $1,000)6

Business investment losses deducted for previous taxation years6

CNIL at the end of 2012. Complete Part 2 and enter the amount from line 665.
Amount from line 618
Add lines 623 through 627.
Subtract line 628 from line 622. If the result is negative,  
the trust does not have any taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction. Cumulative gains limit

Taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction for 2012

Cumulative gains limit (amount from line 629)
Taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction and designated as such for previous years: 
•	 Amount	from	line	633	of	form	TP-668.1-V	for	2011
•	 Total	of	lines	412	and	423	of	Schedule	C	for	2011
 Add lines 631 and 632.
Subtract line 633 from line 630.

Gains limit for 2012 (amount from line 619)

Enter the amount from line 634 or 635, whichever is lower. In the case of a spousal trust that is claiming a deduction  
for itself, carry the amount to line 670 and complete Part 3; otherwise, use the amount to calculate the gains  
that may be designated as taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction (see the section of the trust guide pertaining to 
lines 412 and 423 of Schedule C). 
 Taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction for 2012

2. Enter the taxable capital gains reported (positive amount from line 230 of Schedule A). For 1994 and each subsequent year, add the amount (positive or negative) 
from line 230 and the farm income from the disposition of incorporeal capital property, which is included in the amount on line 56 of the return. Enter the result 
only if it is positive. If the amount on line 230 includes a taxable capital gain allocated by another trust, take into account only the amount giving entitlement to a 
deduction.

3.  For each year, enter the lesser of the following amounts:
	 • the amount from column A;
	 •	 the	net	amount	of	taxable	capital	gains	and	allowable	capital	losses	on	qualified	property	(and	on	other	property	giving	entitlement	to	a	deduction,	in	the	case	of	

a year prior to 1994).  As of 1994, the net amount is equal to the positive result obtained after adding farm income from the disposition of incorporeal capital 
property and subtracting any portion of the reduction of capital gains attributable to flow-through entities and relating to the qualified property.

4.  This amount, for each year, must not exceed the total of the positive amount on line 230 of Schedule A (in the case of a capital gain allocated by another trust, 
take into account only the amount giving entitlement to a deduction) and, where applicable, the net capital losses deducted from income from other sources. Enter 
the amount without the minus sign (–).

5. Subtract column B from column A. Enter the result.
6. Enter the amount without the minus sign (–).
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2 Cumulative net investment loss (CNIL)

Complete this part if the trust is reporting investment income for the year or deducting investment expenses.

7 If, on line 70 of the return, the trust claimed a deduction for Canadian exploration and development expenses, you must add 50% of this deduction (except the 
portion of the deduction that pertains to expenses incurred in Québec) to the amount on line 336 of Schedule B.

8.  Enter the amount without the minus sign (–).
9.  Calculate the amount as if, on line 338 of Schedule B, you were required to enter the amount from line 614 or line 615 of this form, whichever is less.
10. Calculate the amount as if, on line 343 of Schedule B, you were required to enter the amount from line 615 of this form.
11. If the trust calculated its CNIL at the end of the previous year, enter on line 663 the amount indicated on line 665 of form TP-668.1-V for 2011. Otherwise, 
	 •	 do	the	same	calculations	as	for	lines	640	through	662,	using	the	data	for	1998	through	2011.	Carry	the	result	to	line	663;
	 •	 enter	on	line	664	any	carry-over	of	the	adjustment	of	investment	expenses	for	2001	through	2012.	Enclose	your	worksheet.
12.  A negative result need not be taken into account in the calculation of taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction. Keep this form, however, as the result 

may be useful for a subsequent year.

Investment expenses

Amount from line 336 of Schedule B7

Losses on rental property (amount from line 58 of the return and, if applicable, amount of the loss used in calculating the amount 
on line 55 of the return).8 Do not take into account the rental loss allocated by a partnership of which the trust is a specified 
member, because that loss must be reported on line 330 of Part 3 of Schedule B.

Amount from line 339 of Schedule B9

Add lines 640 through 642.
Total	adjustment	of	investment	expenses	(lines	350	and	355	of	Schedule	B)
Subtract line 646 from line 645. Investment expenses

Amount from line 346 of Schedule B10

Income from rental property (amount from line 58 of the return and, if applicable, amount of such income included in the amount 
on line 55 of the return). Do not take into account the rental income allocated by a partnership of which the trust is a specified 
member, because that income must be reported on line 344 of Part 3 of Schedule B.

Add lines 650 and 651. Investment income

Investment income

Total investment expenses (line 647)
Total investment income (line 655)
Subtract line 661 from line 660. If the result is negative, enter a minus sign (–) before the amount.
CNIL at the end of the previous year.11  
If the amount is negative, enter a minus sign (–) before the amount.

Carry-forward	of	the	adjustment	of	investment	expenses	for	previous	taxation	years	(line	86	of	the	return)	or	carry-back	of	the	
adjustment	of	investment	expenses	for	2012	to	the	three	previous	years	(line	86	of	the	returns	for	2009	through	2011).

Add lines 662 through 664. If the result is negative, enter a minus sign (–) before the amount.12 
If it is positive, carry it to line 626. CNIL at the end of 2012

CNIL at the end of 2012
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3 Capital gains deduction for a spousal trust

Complete this part only for a spousal trust that is claiming a capital gains deduction, where the beneficiary spouse died in the trust’s 2012 taxation year.

You must first complete form TP-726.7-V, Capital Gains Deduction on Qualified Property, to calculate the deduction to which the beneficiary 
spouse is entitled for the year of his or her death. Only the portion of the deduction that was not used by the beneficiary spouse may be claimed 
by the trust.

TP-668.1-V (2012-10)
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Last name and first name of beneficiary spouse Social insurance number Date of death

Address   Postal code

A. Trust’s taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction for 2012 (line 636)
Designated taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction (total of  
lines 412 and 423 of Schedule C)

Subtract line 671 from line 670. 
 Taxable capital gains giving entitlement to a deduction
 
Allowable capital losses for 1985 (line 23 of form TP-726.7-V)
Business investment losses deducted for the years prior to the year of death 
(line 24 of form TP-726.7-V)

 
Net capital losses carried to years prior to the year of death and considered deducted  
from taxable capital gains giving entitlement to the deduction (line 25 of form TP-726.7-V)
Cumulative net investment loss at the end of the year of death (line 26 of form TP-726.7-V)
Amount from line 27 of form TP-726.7-V 
Add lines 673 through 677.
Cumulative taxable capital gains giving entitlement to the deduction 
(line 22 of form TP-726.7-V)
Subtract line 679 from line 678. If the result is negative, enter 0.
Subtract line 680 from line 672. If the result is negative, enter 0. 
 Net amount

B. Maximum deduction available to the spouse in the year of death (line 54 of form TP-726.7-V)
Enter, if applicable, the deduction claimed by the spouse (line 57 of form TP-726.7-V).
Subtract line 691 from line 690. 
 Deduction not used by spouse

Enter the amount from line 685 or line 692, whichever is less, and 
carry it to line 93 of the trust return. Capital gains deduction for 2012

Enter the amount without the minus sign (–).
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